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SUMMARY OF CORRECTIONS
Summary of corrections is an integral part of publication Adriatic Sea Pilot, Volume I, Savudrijska Vala
(Piranski Zaljev) to Virsko More.
It includes all corrections in force up to and including NTM 6/2021, and cancles all previous Summaries of
Corrections.
Authorised distributors should enclose this Summary of Corrections with the above mentioned publication.

ADRIATIC SEA PILOT
VOLUME I
Savudrijska Vala (Piranski Zaljev) to Virsko More

12(T) - 12/18 UMAG, harbour: works
Caution, Insert:
Reconstruction works are in progress on the quay wall in Umag harbour, W of the customs quay, in a length of 40 metres. Berthing and
approaching the worksite at less than 50 metres is prohibited.
p. 60
21(T) - 2/20 ROVINJ, harbour: works
Caution, Insert:
When approaching Pod Bolnicu cove, care is necessary to avoid the area of works marked by light buoys (San Pelagio harbour).
p. 80
15(T) - 11/16 PULA, harbour: works
Caution, Insert:
Reconstruction works are in progress on the road near Riječki Gat. Wide berth is requested.
str. 89
32(T) -7/19
PULA, harbour: wreck
Caution, Insert:
Care is necessary to avoid a dangerous wreck in the area of Muzil. Caution and wide berth are requested.
p. 89
17(T) - 10/19 TRGET, boat harbour: works
Caution, Insert:
Until further notice, works are in progress in the harbour. Caution and wide berth are requested.
p. 107
18(T) - 10/19 CRES, harbour: works
Insert new paragraph:
Caution: Until further notice, underwater works are in progress in the W part of the harbour, marked by two yellow light buoys.
Navigation is prohibited in the area within the buoys.
p. 112
17(T) - 5/21 OTOK UNIJE: caution
Insert:
Caution: Construction works are in progress at Hrid Školjić; the area of works is marked by a lighted yellow buoy (special mark).
str. 118
18(T) - 6/21 UNIJE, harbour: works
Caution, Insert:
Works on the breakwater are marked by a yellow light buoy.
p. 119
24 - 1/21
RT OSOR, point: light
Caution, Replace:
For: ...shoal is marked by a pillar beacon coloured black above yellow with topmark - two black cones one above the other points
upward (N cardinal)...
Read: ...shoal is marked by a light - pillar coloured black above yellow with topmark - two black cones one above the other points
upward (N cardinal)...
p. 121
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13(T) - 12/19 RIJEKA, harbour: waverider buoy
Caution, Insert:
In 45º19.592’N - 014º23.714’E (WGS 84) a lighted waverider buoy has been established. Navigation is prohibited in a 200 m radius
around the buoy.
p. 141
12(T) - 4/20 RIJEKA, harbour: floating breakwater
Caution, Insert:
From the head of Sušački Lukobran in the direction of green buoy PS 191, a floating breakwater has been anchored in approximate
position 45º19.3’N - 014º26.2’E, marked by white fluorescent lights throughout its length of 30 metres.
p. 141
21(T) - 9/17 BAKARSKI ZALJEV: underwater works
Caution, Insert:
Until further notice, underwater reconstruction works are in progress on quays 4, 5, 6 in the following positions:
a) 45º17’39”N - 014º 33’24”E
b) 45º17’39”N - 014º 33’26”E
c) 45º17’38”N - 014º 33’27”E
d) 45º17’37”N - 014º 33’29”E.
The area of works is marked by buoys with red flashing light. Wide berth and reduced speed are requested.
p. 144
16(T) - 10/17 BAKARSKI ZALJEV: underwater works
Caution, Insert:
Until further notice, buoys with yellow flashing light have been established in the following positions:
a) 45º17’44.5’’N - 014º 33’15.6’’E
b) 45º17’43.1’’N - 014º 33’17.6’’E.
Wide berth and reduced speed are requested.
p. 144
18 - 3/21
PUNTARSKA DRAGA, bay: light
Directions, Replace by:
Directions: The bay is entered through an approach channel marked by five light beacons. The E side of the channel is marked by three
green light beacons - green towers on bases in the sea. Between the first and the second beacon there are remains of a former beacon.
The W side of the channel is marked by two red light beacons: red column on base in the sea with topmark - red cylinder, and red
column on concrete base in the sea; the extreme W end of the navigable area in Puntarska Draga is marked by a light - red column on
concrete base in the sea SE of Košljun islet.
When entering the bay, the track leads past the first pair of light beacons, leaving the first light (entrance to channel I - green tower on
base in the sea) about 15 m to starboard hand, and passes the masonry beacon which should remain to starboard hand. Then the track
leads toward the third light (mid-channel III - green tower on base in the sea), which should remain to starboard hand. Immediately after
passing this light, a course should be taken between the fourth and the fifth light (end of channel IV - red tower on concrete base in the
sea, and end of channel V - green tower on base in the sea). Vessels can steer for the quay in Punat harbour by night when the light on
the head of S mole comes into sight, and by day when at least 100 m from the fifth light (end of channel V - green tower on base in the
sea) continuing in the same course.
p. 159
19 - 3/21
LOPAR, bay: light
Landmarks, Replace:
For: ...light on the pier head - white tower with column and gallery; building at the pier root.
Read: …light on the pier head - white tower with column and gallery; light on the breakwater head at the head of the bay - red tower
with colum and gallery.
p. 166
31(T) - 11/20 RAB, harbour: works
Caution, Insert:
Care is necessary to avoid works on the breakwater, marked by four light buoys (special mark).
p. 169
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25 - 2/21
LUKA ROVENSKA, boat harbour: light
Landmarks, Replace:
For: ...light on the breakwater head - red column.
Read: ...light on the breakwater head - red column; light on the quay head - green tower with column and gallery.
p. 181
20(T) - 3/21 Ilovička Vrata, channel: works
Caution, Insert:
Construction works are in progress on the new quay in Martvaska cove. The area is marked by four yellow light buoys. Berthing at the
existing operational quay is prohibited.
p. 183
14(T) - 1/20 SENJ, harbour: berth
Berth, Insert:
Landing and berthing at Sv. Nikola pier is prohibited.
p. 204
24(T) - 9/17 NOVSKO ŽDRILO, channel: works
Caution, Insert:
Until further notice, works are in progress on the new Maslenica bridge. Vessels navigating under the bridge must proceed in
mid-channel. Caution and reduced speed are requested.
p. 216
29 - 9/20
VIRSKO MORE: marine farms
Marine farms, Replace:
For: Established at: Maunski Kanal; area between Hrid Kurjak and NW coast of Olib island…
Read: Established at: Maunski Kanal; area between Hrid Kurjak and NW coast of Olib island, marked by four light buoys (special
mark); area…
p. 223
16(T) - 12/19 PRIVLAKA, harbour: works
Caution, Insert:
Until further notice, submarine outfall laying operations are in progress within the lines joining the following positions (WGS 84):
a) 44º14.180’N - 015º 08.809’E
b) 44º14.065’N - 015º 08.607’E
c) 44º13.974’N - 015º 08.293’E.
The area of works is marked by light buoys. Navigation is prohibited in the area of works.
p. 228
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